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WATER VAPOUR
<4 % of all atmospheric molecules
is a powerful Greenhouse Gas, participates 
in processes affecting the global climate and ...
but...
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...and
is the principal responsible for the atmospheric extinction in 
IR, submillimeter and microwave astronomical observations
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  data from ATRAN (SOFIA project) synthetic model
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Precipitable Water Vapour PWV: 
“Total water column height if integrated from 
the surface to the top of the atmosphere 
with unit cross-sectional”
(glossary of the American Meteorological Society)
Commonly expressed in mm:
the height to which that water would stand 
if completely condensed and collected 
in a vessel with a cross section of 1 m2
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Castro-Almazán et al., Atmospheric Measurement Techniques, 9, 4759-4781, 2016
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radiosounding balloons
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http://alg.umbc.edu/umap/radiosonde
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 RS92 High Res. (>2500 lev) 
STD Standard lev. (~15 lev)
SIG Significant lev. (~45 lev)
WYO Wyoming codif. (~100 lev)
 RS92 High Res. (>2500 lev) 
 RS92 High Res. (>2500 lev) 
 RS80 High Res. (>2500 lev) 
}
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RS92 Vaisala
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from here, ...penetrating into the 'arid' maths for a while
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from here, ...penetrating into the 'arid' maths for a while
Sergio!
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variance analytically: 
error propagation in the trapezoidal rule
  over all the sample levels
note:
In the trapezoidal rule, 
each value, excluding the extremes, 
is shared by adjacent bins; therefore, 
the derivation of the variance must 
avoid the double summation of error.
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(the probability of the next levels depend on the amount of time elapsed t) 
with t exponentially distributed.
the covariance as 
a simplified pure 
exponential r
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covariance
  




High resolution data (>2500)
negligible sampling error
empirical model
recursively sub-sampling each profile (uniformly)
and
analysing the residuals:




High resolution data (>2500)
negligible sampling error
empirical model
recursively sub-sampling each profile (uniformly)
and
analysing the residuals:




the whole atmospheric column 
is assumed to be
uniformly sampled.
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sampling error
grouped in slices 
to fit a model...
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sampling errors
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examples
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practical applications
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practical applications
rmse= 0.44 mm rmse= 0.70 mm
R= 0.970R= 0.994
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CONCLUSIONS
● PWV strongly impacts the astronomical observations (IR, m-w, …)
● A semiempirical method for estimating the error 
and optimum number of sampled levels (N
0
) 
in PWV determinations from radiosoundings is proposed.
● The method was tested in 4 different locations
(different conditions, latitudes, PWV content,...).
● The error is roughly proportional to PWV whereas N
0
 is the reverse. 
● The value of N
0
 is less than 400 for 77 % of the profiles and the 
absolute errors are always < 0.6 mm.
Median relative error is 2.0 ± 0.7 % 
● These results reduce by more than a half the uncertainties previously 
reported in the literature.
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CONCLUSIONS
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thank you!
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